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A METHOD OF EVALUATING ASSURANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

Alexandr POTIJ, Dmitrij KOMIN, and Inna REBRIY 

Abstract: This paper presents ontological modelling results from the security as-
surance domain. It examines problems associated with the process of evaluating as-
surance. Towards this purpose we propose a functional-linguistic approach to the 
evaluation of security assurance level. The approach is grounded in the ontological 
modelling of assurance requirements which are liable to evaluation, in the func-
tional modelling of the evaluation process in IDEF0 and IDEF3 notations and in 
the introduction of linguistic variables to represent qualitative properties. We con-
sider performance requirements on the scope, depth and rigour of the evaluation 
process and the requirements for objectivity, repeatability, reproducibility, imparti-
ality and comparability of evaluation results. Thus, we propose a method of evalu-
ating assurance requirements that incorporates object-oriented assurance ontologi-
cal modelling, process-oriented assurance ontological modelling, development of 
decision criteria, and workflow modelling. 

Keywords: Information security, assurance requirements, evaluation process, on-
tological modelling, assurance level. 

Introduction 

International standard ISO/IEC 15408 consolidated the general model and security 
criteria for IT-products evaluation.1 Wide application of this standard is resulted in 
necessity of mutual recognition results of security evaluation. Requirements of objec-
tivity, repeatability, reproducibility, impartiality and comparability of the evaluation 
results are advanced. They can be performed only in case of supporting scope, depth 
and rigour of evaluation process. In its turn the international standard ISO/IEC 18045 
describes the methodology of security evaluation,2 but it does not contain any formal 
mechanism for evaluation, which makes performing rigorous evaluation complicated. 
In this article the approach to the security assurance evaluation, grounded on the 
functional modelling of evaluation process and on the introduction linguistic vari-
ables for the formalization of qualitative TOE properties is considered. 
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Ontological Modelling of the Security Assurance Domain 

Task of the Domain Ontological Analysis 

Domain analysis is the special form of the scientific activities, resulting in domain 
interpretation model building (in a broad sense). In the analysis process they are di-
vided in the invariant and pragmatic knowledge, their conceptual components present 
the ontological knowledge of the domain. The system-ontological analysis is the new 
direction in the means and methods of the domain system analysis. The main idea of 
the system-ontological approach is the development of ontological system (OnS) de-
scribed by expression (1) and presented domain ontology. OnS consists of the object 
ontology, process ontology and task ontology:3 

OnS = {OSub(OO, OP), OT},    (1) 

where OO – object set ontology of the domain, which is considered as classes, sub-
classes and classes elements of hierarchical structure; OP – process set ontology of 
the subject, which is considered as processes, sub-processes, actions and activities in 
hierarchical structure; OT – task set ontology, which can be put and solved on the 
domain and considered as tasks, subtasks, procedures and operators in hierarchical 
structure. 

Object set ontology is a tuple of four sets: 

ОО = <X, R, F, A(D, Rs)>,   (2) 

where Х = {x1, x2,…,xi,…,xn}, i = ,n1 , n = Card X – finite set of domain concepts; R = 
{r1,r2,…,rk,…,rm}, R:x1× x1× x2×…× xn, k = ,m1 , m = Card R – finite set of semanti-
cally important relations among domain concepts; F = X×R – finite set of interpreta-
tion functions specified by concepts or/and relations; A – finite set of axioms used for 
writing true statements (definitions and limits). 

The primary analysis of regulations and standards,4 scientific and technical literature 5 
has allowed to single out the next objects of the ontological modelling: term-objects – 
assurance, assurance level, assurance criteria, confidence, evaluation program, 
evaluation methodology, target of evaluation, information security, countermeasures, 
vulnerability, threat, risk, verdict, overall verdict; term-processes – evaluation, ac-
creditation, certification, activity, action, check, examine, verification. 

Ontological Models of the Security Assurance Domain 

In the international standard ISO/IEC 15408 security and evaluation concepts and 
relationships are closely took. In Figure 1 the ontological model describing the sub-
ject of concepts “confidence” and “assurance” is presented. Measure of confidence is 
assurance level. Assurance level is a set of assurance requirements. Their implemen-
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tation are characterized by correctness of the functional requirements realization, IT-
product abilities to resist the security threats and provide achievement of the required 
dependability level in the system. Assurance is a ground for confidence that the IT-
product meets its security objectives. Assurance requirements are put forward to the 
target of evaluation (TOE). TOE is the set of software, firmware and/or hardware 
possibly accompanied by guidance. 
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Figure 1: Ontological model of “confidence” and “assurance” concepts.  

 

To define the degree of assurance requirements the implementation of the evaluation 
process is carried out (Figure 2). The evaluation process is based on the evaluation 
program and evaluation methodology, within the scope of the TOE certification and 
according to the evaluation criteria. 

Evaluation program is a documental set of assurance requirements, which are checked 
during the TOE evaluation process. Evaluation methodology means established 
methods of the assurance requirements evaluation. Certification is a procedure by 
which the assurance level is approved. Certification may be performed by independ-
ent experts. In the evaluation process the next parties are involved: evaluator, valida-
tor, owner and developer. Evaluator is an individual person with an appropriate com-
petency to carry out the security evaluation. There are several stages within a TOE 
lifecycle, there will be several evaluators for each stage. ‘Validator’ is an organiza-
tion which prepares a validation report. 

Evaluation criteria are formal or informal rules for making decision in relation to as-
surance requirements implementation. The output of the evaluation process is an as-
surance result. It is a documented quantitative or qualitative characteristic of the 
TOE. The advanced requirements to evaluation results foresee objectivity, repeat-
ability, reproducibility, impartiality and comparability.  
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Figure 2: Ontological model of the assurance evaluation.  
 
Objectivity is a property supposed that the evaluation requirements results must be 
actual, i.e. not to be undergone to sense influence or expert (evaluator) opinions. Re-
peatability is a property which provides the identity of the evaluation results during a 
re-evaluation of the same TOE held by the same program and methodology of secu-
rity requirements evaluation by the same expert (evaluator). Repeatability is a prop-
erty which provides the identity of evaluation results during the re-evaluation of the 
same TOE held on the same program and methodology of security requirements 
evaluation by another expert (evaluator). Impartiality is a property which provides the 
assurance requirements evaluation not prejudiced towards any specific evaluation re-
sult. Comparability is a property which provides matching the evaluation results ob-
tained during the evaluation of the TOE developed by the same protection profile on 
different (or the same) program and evaluation methodology by another (or the same) 
expert (evaluator). 

Concept of Functional-Linguistic Approach to Evaluating Security 
Assurance  

During the analysis of assurance evaluation domain authors advanced a proposal to 
evaluate not the TOE, but its inherent assurance properties. These properties are de-
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tected during the requirements. Thereby, IT-product evaluation consists of manifes-
tation degree assessment of assurance properties inherent to the product. This is the 
key idea of the approach to the assurance evaluation proposed by authors. 

Functional-linguistic approach structure is shown in Figure 3. Assurance evaluation is 
implemented in four phases. In the phase 1 the ontological analysis and modelling of 
the domain evaluation are carried out. Analysis includes the research of the assurance 
requirements set (R={r1, r2,…,ri}, i = N,1 ) advanced to the TOE, and detection the 
assurance properties set (P={p1, p2,…,pj}, j = L,1 ) the TOE must possess. The assur-
ance properties set P defines dependences and relations among properties. Analysis 
results are shown in form of ontological graphs, that exactly and unambiguously (in 
accepted notation) describe the domain (notably the main concepts and relations 
among them). Complex coverage of domain modelling is ensured by ontological 
graphs of two types: object-oriented and process oriented. The idea of Common Cri-
teria requirements modelling was suggested by Seok Won Lee and co-authors.6 

In the phase 2 the functional modelling of the assurance evaluation process is imple-
mented. Functional modelling goal is the formalized presentation of the evaluation 
process. IDEF0 notation was selected as a modelling language. IDEF0 notation 
makes it possible to defined evaluation steps unambiguously. If it necessary to evalu-
ate complex property each step (diagram box) can be decomposed for the detail de-
scription of sub-properties evaluation. 

In the phase 3 for each property pj the linguistic variable Ωpj = <β, T(β), G, M> and 
its term-set T(β) is defined. The application of linguistic variables can be explained 
by impossibility of quantitative characteristics usage for most assurance properties. 
Therefore for making decision on inherent degree of assurance properties it is con-
venient to use mathematical techniques of fuzzy inference conclusion on the ground 
of production rules basis.7 Application of linguistic variables and fuzzy logic opera-
tions are provide the requirements implementation of objectivity and repeatability of 
assurance evaluation results. 

In the phase 4 workflow diagrams in IDEF3 notation are constructed.8 It makes it 
possible to define the order and priority of evaluation actions implementation. Each 
diagram box represents the separate evaluator action. Each box is followed by the 
node, which defines the rule for chose the next action according to evaluator decision 
about inherent degree of evaluated property. Applications of IDEF3 diagrams ensure 
the requirements implementation of evaluation results repeatability. 

During the ontological analysis of assurance requirements it is necessary to find the 
balance between the detail degree of evaluated properties and the cost of it evaluation 
process. The deeper the evaluation the more accurate the target of evaluation (TOE) 
assessment. However it can increase the cost-time factor of evaluation process. Low 
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detail evaluation reduces the cost of evaluation process, but can led to difficulties in 
decision making about inherent degree of assurance property and effect the wrong 
overall evaluation results. 

So, approach realization makes it possible to implement requirements to assurance 
evaluation process and evaluation results. The approach can use for development of 
assurance evaluation program and methodology. These program and methodology 
can be used for IT-products evaluation of critical infrastructures which are influence 
on business and country safety and security. 

A Method of evaluating Security Assurance  

Method of the Object-Oriented Assurance Ontological Modeling 

The process-oriented assurance ontological modeling is implemented into three 
phases (Figure 4). IDEF5 has been used as a modeling notation. 

Phase 1. The object-oriented hierarchical graph of the assurance requirements (GR) is 
constructed. Depth degree (specification level) of requirements is defined. Depth de-
gree of requirements is defined by the power of the TOE assurance requirements set. 
Dependence relations on assurance requirements set are detected. Their mode (part, 
existential, causal, intra-class, interclass etc.) are defined. Formal description form of 
the assurance requirements graph is: 

GR = <R, QR>,    (3) 

where R={r1, r2,…,ri}, i = N,1  – assurance requirements set, QR={Qf[ri ↔ rj]}, 

f = F,1  – relations (dependences) set among assurance requirements. 

For ontological modeling it is necessary to introduce the formal notation for each 
graph node. Formal note will be of form }{ j

iR , where i – graph node number of cur-
rent level, {j} – set, which values are graph node numbers according to level from top 
level to level previous to current, it is a decomposition way for node Ri of current 
level. This formal note has been used in all graphs of the security assurance evalua-
tion method. 

Phase 2. The object-oriented hierarchical graph of the assurance properties (GP) is 
constructed. Dependences (relations) between requirements graph and properties 
graph (D[R↔P]) are detected. The set of properties dependences QР grounded on QR 
dependences analysis is defined. Dependences can be repeated or arise as new ones. 
Complex assurance properties are defined. Complex is a property for evaluation of 
which it is necessary to check or examine the sub-properties set. Formal description 
form of the assurance properties graph is:  
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Figure 4: Object-oriented ontological model of the assurance evaluation domain. 
 

GP = <P, QР>,     (4) 

where P={p1, p2,…,pi}, i = N,1  – assurance properties set, QР={Qs[pi ↔ pj]}, 
s = S,1  – relations (dependences) set among assurance properties. 

Phase 3. The hierarchical graph of the evidences set (GE) is constructed. Evidences 
are getting from the TOE decomposition. For each elementary property piP the set 
of evidences Epi={e1, e2, … , ei}, i = N,1  is defined. Dependences between graphs 
GP and GE are shown in the form of relations kind of “property - evidence” D[P↔E]. 
Formal description form of the evidences graph is: 

GE = <E, QE>,     (5) 

where E={e1, e2,…,ez}, z = Z,1  – evidences set, QE={Qy[ei ↔ ej]}, y = Y,1  – rela-
tions set among evidences. 

The power of requirements (properties, evidences) set shown by hierarchical ontol-
ogy graph can be defined by formula: 
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i h l

lh
i SGW ,     (6) 

where Gi – ontological graph of the i-th set, i = 3,1 ; lhS ,  – point degree of graph, 
equal to the number proceed from it lines, h = H,1  – levels quantity of the ontologi-
cal graph, l = hL,1  – point number on corresponding (h) level of the ontological 
graph. 

Formal description form of the object-oriented ontological model by assurance 
evaluation domain is: 

ΩO = < GR, GP, GE, D >,    (7) 

where GR – the object-oriented ontological graph of assurance requirements set; GP – 
the object-oriented ontological graph of assurance properties set; GE – the object-ori-
ented ontological graph of evidences; D = {D[R↔P], D[P↔E]} – the relations set 
kind of “requirement-property” and “property-evidence.” 

Thereby, for each assurance property the associated requirement and necessary for 
evaluation evidence (one or set) are defined unambiguously. 

Method of the Process-Oriented Assurance Ontological Modeling 

Process-oriented assurance ontology is constructed on the ground of ISO/IEC 18045 
requirements. The main reason of this ontology working out is the necessarily of re-
lations identification between properties and evaluation actions. As inputs for proc-
ess-oriented assurance ontological modeling the assurance requirements graph GR, the 
assurance properties graph GP and the relations set between them D[R↔P] are used. 

Phase 1. Evaluation assurance actions ontological graph (GА) is constructed. De-
pendence relations set (QА) on actions set A is defined. Formal description form of 
the actions graph is: 

GА = <А, QА>,     (8) 

where A={a1, a2,…,ai}, i = N,1  – evaluation assurance actions set, QА={Qs[ai ↔ 

aj]}, s = S,1  – dependence set among evaluation assurance actions. 

Phase 2. Dependences set (D[R↔A]) between ontological graphs of actions (GА) and 
requirements (GR) is constructed. Interdependences between structural components of 
assurance requirements and assurance actions by ISO/IEC 18045 are shown in Figure 
5. 
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Figure 5: Interdependences between structural components of assurance requirements 
and assurance actions. 
 

Phase 3. Dependences set (D[A↔P]) between ontological graphs of evaluation ac-
tions (GА) and properties (GP) are defined. These dependences are identified in indi-
rect way, because it is impossible to do this directly. Correspondence model between 
actions and properties is shown on Figure 6. 

Phase 4. Interested parties ontology (GB) of the assurance evaluation process is con-
structed. Formal description form of the parties graph is: 

GB = <B, QB>,     (9) 

 

 

Figure 6: Correspondence model between actions and properties. 
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where B={b1, b2,…,bi}, i = N,1  – interested parties set, QB={Qf[bi ↔ bj]}, f = F,1  – 
relations set among parties. Thereby, formal description form of the process-oriented 
ontological model by assurance evaluation domain is: 

ΩP = < GR, GP, GA, D, GB >,   (10) 

where GR – ontological graph of the assurance requirements set; GP – ontological 
graph of the assurance properties set; GА – ontological graph of the evaluation actions 
set; D = {D[R↔P], D[R↔A], D[A↔P]} – relations set kind of “requirement – prop-
erty,” “requirement - action” and “action - property”; GB – ontological graph of inter-
ested parties that participate in the evaluation process. 

Functional Modeling of Assurance Requirements Evaluation 

Input data for functional modeling are results of object-oriented and process oriented 
ontological modeling of assurance requirements liable for evaluation. It’s reasonable 
to present these data as a table: 

Property Requirement Action Evidence Evaluation 
parties 

Evaluation 
method 

}{ j
iP  }{ j

iR  
}{n

mA  
}{

}{
j

iPE  
}{

}{
j

iPB  U( }{ j
iP ) 

 

General form of functional box for assurance activity modeling is shown in Figure 7. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 7: General form of functional box. 
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Where }{ j
iP  is a property liable for evaluation; 

}{

}{
j

iPE  is an evidence set necessary 
for property }{ j

iP evaluation; }{n
mA  is an action of property }{ j

iP evaluation; 
}{

}{
j

iPB  
is a set of interested parties participating in property }{ j

iP evaluation; U( }{ j
iP ) is a 

property }{ j
iP  evaluation method. 

Method of Decision Criteria Development and Workflow Modeling 

1. The linguistic variable for each property is introduced. Their term-sets and 
membership functions are defined; 

2. Evaluation criteria for complex properties are developed. For example, de-
fine percentage value of linguistic variable (affirmative, intermediate, nega-
tive) for making decision about pass or fail verdict is defined; 

3. According to evaluation criteria for each complex property the base of pro-
ductional rules for decision making about evaluation of this complex prop-
erty is developed. Productional rules are represented in the form of: 
IF … THEN…; 

4. Algorithm of fuzzy logic inference is chosen. For example, Mamdani algo-
rithm, Sugeno algorithm, Larsen algorism etc.; 

5. If the evaluation results of some properties (simple or complex) must be rep-
resented in overall verdict, the verdict variants for each linguistic variable 
value are developed; 

6. Order of simple properties evaluation is defined; 

7. Workflow diagrams are developed. For example, modeling in IDEF3 nota-
tion. 

Conclusion 

Assurance evaluation is necessary condition of functional requirements implementa-
tion and information security maintenance. Today exist certain approaches and 
guidelines about assurance requirements choice and assurance level substantiation for 
the TOE. However, there are unresolved tasks (in theoretical and practical sense) of 
requirements implementation advanced to the assurance evaluation process and to 
evaluation results. Considering that assurance requirements have more informal type, 
objects of their application are mostly organizational and technological processes 
(design, development, production) and for the assurance level evaluation it is neces-
sary to use various system-analysis techniques. 

Application of the functional-linguistic approach for assurance level evaluation 
makes it possible to perform requirements to the evaluation process (scope, depth, 
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rigor) and to the evaluation results (objectivity, repeatability, comparability). The ap-
proach can use for IT-products evaluation of critical infrastructures which are influ-
ence on business and country safety and security. 

Assurance requirements research using the instrument of ontological modeling gives 
deeper understanding of domain evaluation and makes it concepts more concrete. 
Ready-built ontological models show different types of relations and dependences 
among domain concepts (among assurance requirements). Ontological modeling of 
assurance requirements is directed to evaluation requirements implementation of 
scope and depth. Results of ontological analysis can be used as a ground for the as-
surance requirements evaluation program development. Results of functional model-
ing in IDEF0 and IDEF3 notations can be used as grounds for assurance requirements 
evaluation methodology development. The approach is referred to creation meth-
odological mechanism of assurance evaluation. Method of security assurance evalua-
tion is developed. 

The problem of instrumental tools development for evaluator support in assurance 
evaluation is really actual. The approach presented can serve as a ground for design-
ing such tools. 
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